The purpose of scientific visualization is to simplify the analysis of numerical data by rendering the information as an image. Even when the image is familiar, as in the case of terrain data, preconceptions about what the image should look like and deceptive image artifacts can create misconceptions about what information is actually contained in the scene. One way of aiding the development of unambiguous visualizations is to add stereoscopic depth to the image.
INTRODUCTION
Scientific visualization is now used in many fields of study, and the visualizations represei data from vastly different sources, including simulations, magnetic resonance (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) medics I images, sonar and radar images, mathematical models and equations, and satellite telemetry. Rendering methods range from traditional polygon-based scan conversion to more exotic point-based and inverse-mapped voxel rendering. The one attribute shared by all visualization applications is that they are using computer graphics to display and gain insight into numerical datásets which are as large as several gigabytes is size for a single time step.
In the majority of cases, the data has some three-dimensional structure which is not always intuitively obvious, as in atmospheric phenomena, water currents, or molecular models. This structure is important to comprehend in order to properly analyze the image. Even when there is experience with equivalent real-world objects, as in an architectural model or terrain overview, artifacts of texture and shading in the image can lead to misinterpretation of the data. Stereoscopic imaging overcomes these defects by providing unambiguous depth cues.
The last decade has seen an explosion of affordable stereo viewing apparatus, and in the last five years, an emergence of methods for efficiently creating stereoscopic images. In this paper we investigate the use of these methods in scientific visualization. We first address the question, why rely on stereoscopic imaging for depth in "rmation when other methods are available and have been used effectively? Next, some examples of stereoscopic scientific v talization are examined. Finally, we discuss the methods for creating stereoscopic views and explain several algorithms for :rating stereoscopic views in less computational time than two completely rendered images.
WHY STEREO?
Depth in images must be communicated to the viewer in some way. Sometimes it can be perceived through object interposition. More directly, viewing depth is transmitted through perspective, shading, and motion cues. Visualizations have used all three of these cues independently and concurrently with various degrees of success, but all have defects.
Depth using perspective
Perspective gives the illusion of depth by rendering more distant objects smaller than near objects. It is generally of little use in scientific visualization. First, a viewer must have some idea of the relative size of objects to properly understand perspective images. No such size generalizations exist in many scientific visualizations. Furthermore, visualizations are often generated using orthogonal projections, mostly for speed, in which distant objects do not decrease in size. If the image is generated using vectors or particles, there is no size information at all. We may conclude that perspective will rarely be of use in visualization images, except as confirmation of depth when used simultaneously with other cues.
Depth using shading
The shading of objects can reveal their relative positions, but again only with solid objects. ven then, circumstances can arise which make shading ineffective as a depth cue. In one common shading technique, depth iading (also known as luminance), positions more distant from the viewer are shaded in progressively darker tones, equivalent to having a single light source at the viewing position. Depth shading is simple and quick to implement, but it limits the numbe o available colors; otherwise, one artifact of the image might be mistaken for a more distant portion of another, Also, dep1 shading can make examination of certain image portions more difficult, since the cue requires relatively dimmer shading in ditit areas.
Using a more complex shading model, it is possible to view the image with any number of light sources from many positions. While this often provides more authentic looking images, realistic shading requires more time to implement that depth shading and it is still possible because of the particular view of the data for images to be misleading.
Sometimes color in visualizations is not used to represent depth at all. The image may be, for example, a rendering of the ozone in the atmosphere or ocean currents rendered as isosurfaces, particles, or vectors. Color in these cases is often used to present qualities of the data, such as speed, pressure, concentration, or type of particle. In these cases, some other method must be used to transmit structure.
It should be noted that stereoscopic views from television cameras have been judged a necessary part of many telepresence operations.13 Jf television images, using the ultimate in familiar scenery and "realistic shading", require stereoscopic views, it would certainly seem that computer generated images would require them as well.
Depth using motion
Motion cues are the depth information perceived in the relative motion of objects. Fro real world experience, we are all familiar with the effect of observing scenery in motion; near objects appear to move faster .1 tr those farther away. In scientific visualization, motion cues are most commonly provided by continuous motion on a sphere lrrounding the data, and less often by switching between a limited number of positions.
Motion cues are a very effective depth cue. However, in many cases it is not possible to generate real-time images, and the views must be pre-calculated. If the rendering time for an image is several hours on a supercomputer, rendering multiple images for a full circle about the data is increasing the rendering time to several days. More importantly, motion cues are only effective while the image remains in motion. It is impossible to stop and examine a portion of the image and retain the depth information.
It is also possible to alternate between two views (horizontally or vertically) at about 10 Hz and perceive depth information in the images. Some success has been reported using this technique in medical applications.4'5 When other depth cues are available, though, a comparison finds that users perform better with the other methods and find alternating pairs objectionable.6 2.4 Depth using stereoscopic viewing Stereoscopic viewing provides another alternative, although it can be used in combination with other cues. Stereo pairs provide a very strong depth cue in isolation (as tested using random dot stereograms7) as well as wit other cues to support it. It is also the method judged by users to be "most natural" and most preferred in isolation over tier cues.6' 84 1 Even in depth discrimination tasks where motion cues were found to be more effective than stereoscopic vt n, stereo is nonetheless judged to be a significant performance enhancement.12'13 And, as mentioned in section 2.2, thei& are tasks which are impossible to perform without stereo images.
Admittedly, stereoscopic viewing does have disadvantages. About 10% of those witi' 'vo normal eyes cannot perceive stereoscopic depth14, and of course those with only a single normal eye are excluded as well. Also, unless the viewer cares to free-view the two halves of the stereo pair (fuse the two images on the computer screen by crossing the eyes), stereoscopic viewing requires specialized equipment. This may require the user to wear glasses or the use of screen-based equipment such as a parallax barrier, lenticular screen, or moving slits.15'16 Stereo pairs are generated from a virtual viewing position. If head-tracking is available, images can always be correctly projected, but only for the person being tracked. Also, viewing the image away from its viiual generation point will warp the image, although relative depth will be preserved. Fortunately, a slight movement off the fOflt results in little warping, and relative structure is usually sufficient for analysis.
The longest running debate about the use of stereoscopic imaging is its disassociation of accommodation and convergence. In normal vision, the eyes accommodate (focus on a point in space) and the same time that they converge on that same point in 14,17 In stereoscopic imaging, the eyes are accommodating to the plane of the viewing apparatus and converging on objects before and behind the plane. Accommodation and convergence act together in a learned ratio in natural vision, and some users report fatigue and headaches before they learn to disassociate the two cues. One unscientific 19th century study even claimed that absolute depth judgment will be in error to a degree by which accommodation and convergence differed from natural vision.18
Various methods have been suggested for correcting this discrepancy, including special optics with eye tracking, true volumetric displays, projecting to optical infinity, and guidelines for minimizing the use of stereo.1924 However, association of the two muscle groups can usually be painlessly unlearned, and there is evidence that depth in stereo is achieved not through accommodation and convergence but through the perception of "blur".25 Accommodatic i and convergence disassociation, while occasionally a problem with new viewers, is not ordinarily a concern for those who wi .h to use stereoscopic imaging on a continuing basis. If the concession is allowed that a minority of the population w"I be unable to view the images stereoscopically, then stereoscopy provides significant advantages over monoscopic images
SOME EXAMPLES OF STEREOSCOPIC SCIENTIFIC VISU LIZATION
If one allows the definition of scientific visualization to include any electronic machine-generated images, then the first use of stereoscopic imaging in this context may have been at the University of Minnesota in 1949.26 Professor Otto H. Schmitt used a modified stereoscope to solve three variable mathematical problems and to view three voltages of an electrocardiogram as threedimensional images. Mention was also made about its possible use as three-dimensional radar, as well as this interesting description of Professor Schmitt's device: "The observer can produce the effect of walking around the object, climbing up over it, crawling under it or plunging into it." Arguably, this was the first virtual reality system.
Stereoscopes have been used with photographs of microscopic images since at least 1887.27 Primitive stereo viewing devices were used with computer generated images rather extensively beginning in the late 1960's, primarily with crystal structures and images of static molecules.2833 In 198 1 , Kirby used stereo pairs for analyzing energy plots and other physics data, and suggested that other non-physical datasets like his energy plots could be more effectively studied using stereoscopic images. 34 Stereo images have been used to display phenomena which is normally invisible to the eye, such as atmospheric th35'36, and to model the familiar, such as terrain databases37.
Many applications of stereoscopic imaging in scientific visualization appear in virtual en ironments; interactive, immersive landscapes where the illusion is partially maintained by stereoscopy. Among these are a 'iitual wind tunnel for visualizing flowfields38, simulation environments for virtual surgery39'40, virtual ultrasound used in con aucting a three-dimensional model of a fetus from ultrasonograms41 ,and an interactive system used with MRI data of a beatin. human heart42. Another system by Ribarsky uses interactive stereo images to analyze atomic stresses and the actions of certain chain molecules as lubricants. 43 This application combines color, shape, and structure via stereo to represent the various forces on the atoms. However, aside these and a few similar exceptions, stereoscopic viewing is not typically used in modern scientific visualization, despite the exponential growth of three-dimensional datasets.
STEREOSCOPIC IMAGING GEOMETRIES
In general, stereo pairs are generated using two perspective projections, one for each eye. It is not uncommon in scientific visualization for parallel projection to be used, primarily because it is somewhat faster to implement but also because certain direct volume rendering methods cannot easily adapt to perspective views. Stereo pairs can be generated using parallel projection, when certain restrictions are placed on the rendering parameters. We will first look at creating stereoscopic pairs with perspective projections. If the d I Zp teflhl is retained between the x and y calculations and e/2 is stored as a constai • both pairs can be calculated with three additions and six multiplications. However, the projected y values (equations (2) and (4)) are identical, so both pairs can actually be calculated with three additions and four multiplications. Furthermore, the projected points will share normals (since they both originate from the same spatial position) and non-eyepoint dependent coloring info nation, so this information need be calculated only once.
Given that one view (suppose the left) can be rendered in a point-sampled manner, we can subtract equation (1) from equation (3) to find the right-eye view x coordinate from the left-eye view:
Xsr x5i+e-ed/z. Love demonstrated that stereo pairs could be generated by a series of translations and shears on Z.47 Although, as published, the equations are off by a constant factor d, the corrected formulae (given centers of projection at (±ef2, 0,0)) are:
The same point projected to RCoP has projection plane coordinates sr = (xsr, Ysr) where where S = I2d (the shear to put the viewpoints on the z axis) and T =-S Zw, Zw the z value of the projection plane after the viewing transformation . Theprojected position is then:
y5yd/z
Multiplying and rearranging the terms of equation (6) yields the equations (1) and (3)•44 This method is mathematically equivalent to the translation and projection method above, and involves the extra calculations to generate S and T. This shear method is best thought of as a conveniently expressed matrix which can be combined with the viewing transformation matrix in cases where there are no operations to be done in transformed space (such as clipping, shading, or back-face removal).
Harrison extended Love's work50, and suggested that the right-eye view x position could be determined by moving the projected points to the second half of the pair using a difference equation. The difference equation for the above geometry is:
Replacement of S and T by their factors and rearrangement yields(S).
Choosing values for e and d
When rendering computer-generated stereoscopic images, the level of apparent depth is determined by the horizontal parallax, the separation of the two projected coordinates. There are therefore only a limited number of depth levels which can be displayed, dependent upon the value of viewpoint separation, e, and the device resolution. It is important to choose values for rendering constants e and d so that the range of the data contains as many depth levels as possible. e is physically limited by the interoccular distance measured in device units (approximately 2.5 inches), but in practice viewers have difficulty fusing images separated by that great of a distance. The comprehensive study by Yeh51 suggested that e be limited to 27 minutes of arc for crossed disparity (objects appearing before the projection plane, right-eye projection to the left of the left-eye projection, figure  2 ) and 24 minutes of arc for uncrossed disparity (objects appearing behind the projection plane, right-eye projection to the right of the left-eye projection). These limits are equal to e = -0.008D and e = 0.007D, respectively, where D is the physical distance from the viewer to the screen, scaled to device coordinates. Hodges supported a somewhat more lenient value of 1 .5 degrees for both crossed and uncrossed disparity, so that e = The value chosen depends in part on the viewers' experience with stereoscopy; experienced viewers can generally fuse greater disparity. However, a study of the literature reveals that a value of 1.5 degrees is in no way unreasonable even for novice users.
Uncrossed Disparity Object appears behind the vie'vplane. Whatever formula is used to generate e, let us call the maximum value emax, and the minimum value, ep1. If the entire image is known to exist on the opposite side the projection plane from the viewer, emin may be set to the maximum e for crossed disparity. If this is not the case, emin must be set to 0; otherwise, there is a risk that objects which appear to be infront of the projection plane will be obscured by the edge of the virtual window behind it.
Let us also call the maximum depth of the data after viewing transformation zm, and the minimum depth, zmjn. If a series of stereoscopic images is being generated, e and d should not change, so zmax and zmjn mu be valid across all frames. For a point at Zmax a horizontal parallax of emax IS desired, and for a point atzmjn, ej is desLd. Equation (5) can be reairanged to yield:
Substituting, em e -e d/Zmax emin e -e d/Zmjn e = (em Zm -emjn zmjp)/(zmx -zmjn)
Ifemin i5 equal to 0, d simplifies to Zmin.
Note that units of e and d are in device coordinates. If e or d are required for other reasons, such as some of the algorithms outlined in section 5, they must first be scaled back to object space coordinates.
Stereoscopic images with parallel projection
Hodges showed how a common method for generating perspective stereo pairs, rotation of the camera from the two view points, caused image artifacts in stereo pairs.49 However, they can be used with parallel projections under certain conditions.
Given a single viewing position at the origin, the two views can be created by rotating the image about a point P = (0, 0, R) a distance of cb is the viewing angle. A more efficient method displaces and roates the data so that the LCoP is at the origin and the RCoP is at the point (e cos(b12) , 0, e sin(cbf2)), figure 3 . The x coordi.ls, then are: 
RCoP
Since b is small, we can assume the simplifications that sin(cb/2) = /2 and cos(cb/2) = 1 . Vieright-eye x coordinate is then Xp + Zp b -e cbf2, which is a z shear followed by a translation. The constant (e b/2) term can be removed and the entire image panned by that amount.
In parallel projected stereoscopic images, unlike those generated with perspective projection, horizontal parallax is unbounded. To keep horizontal parallax reasonable, the z values of the data and values of the rendering constants e and cb must be kept within a specific range.
The bounds of e, emax and emjn, were calculated by multiplying some constant by the viewing distance. If those constants are Ki and K2, then the range of z needed to give the correct parallax bounds is:
The range of z is maximized as sin(/2) approaches 0, but sin(b/2) must be greater than K1/2 in order to keep all z values greater than zero. D may be fixed at any comfortable viewing distance and the value of e can be found in terms of D andb:
The data will probably require a scale and a shift in order to fit into the derived z range. These operations can be added to the viewing transformation matrix so that no addition transformational operations are required. Note that when the displaced rotated geometry is used, the scale and shift must be added between the original viewing transformation and the data rotation and displacement.
EFFICIENT GENERATION OF STEREOSCOPIC IMAGES
In the systems which have used stereoscopic imaging, almost all have generated the two re isite views from scratch, doubling the necessary work. (The one exception of which we are aware is Papathomas' atmospheric phenomena program36). A better rendering strategy is to take advantage of the stereoscopic viewing geometry, specifically that projections between the two views will occur on the same scan-line and that one x position can be quickly found from the other. In this section, we examine polygon-based rendering, point-sampled rendering, volume rendering, and a method for quickly generating approximate images when exact images are not necessary.
Polygon-based rendering techniques
Many of the traditional rendering algorithms are based on scan-conversion of planer polygons. For this reason, many visualization programs either use polygonal models or produce polygonal models as an intermediate step before using a traditional renderer to generate the image. In this section we look at polygon rendering algorithms modified for stereoscopic imaging, using one detailed example and an overview of several others.45 '48'52 A common preprocessing step to polygon rendering is back-face removal, the elimination of those polygons which cannot be seen because of their orientation to the viewer. Given the equation of the plane of the polygi , Ax + By + Cz + D, the viewing position can be evaluated. A negative value indicates a back-facing polygon. If (A, B, C) is normalized vector, back-faces can be found simultaneously using the following pseudo-code:
polygon is a front-face for at least the left-eye view else if (imp < e) 1/ tmp will vary by no more than between views. polygon is back-face for both views else if (imp> -Axadd -
polygon is a front-face for the right eye view Since most visible polygons (93% or more) are a front-face or a back-face for both centers of projection45, almost all will be identified by the first two ifs. A slightly more complex version will identify sides that are specifically front-faces or back-faces for each view, but usually we are more interested in identifying front-faces for either view so that transformations will be performed only on the necessary polygons.
Recall from equations (2) and (4) that the projected y values of a polygon vertices will be identical. This means that projected polygons will have the same height, but differing widths. We rely on this fact for several optimizations. Note that there will be the same number of vertical steps in projected non-horizontal edges. Gouraud shading interpolates colors along edges, and then along scan-lines.53 These interpolated edge colors need only be calculated once. Phong shading interpolates normals in the same way, and calculates the colors at each pixel.M Again, the colors (and normals) along edges will only need to be calculated once for both views. Polygons will be active (intersecting the current scan-line) in the same regions in both views, so only one data-structure will be necessary to track the active polygons.
Line clipping can be 50% more efficient since the clipping for the top and bottom window edges will be the same. Polygon clipping is less efficient because the polygon is reshaped to follow the window contours when clipped, but those polygons needing to be partially clipped can finish operations 10% faster than two passes of a traditional clipping algorithm.
Point-sampled rendering techniques
Some surfaces are not polygonal, but rather are based on some function and rendered using rtys. Even when the surfaces are composed of polygons, they are sometimes rendered in a point-sample method such as is found in ray-tracing. Simple forms of volume rendering (those with solid surfaces and no translucency) and more complex method like dividing cubes55 also produce point samples of the data. We can make the following observations about such sampled images5658:
Using a reprojection equation (either (5) or (16), depending on the projection method), projected point samples can be moved to the second half of the pair. This point has the same diffuse color, normal, 3D spatial location, and it is shadowed (or not) by the same object. Eye-point dependent shading still has to be calculated twice, but the normal and intersection are already available. Likewise, reflective and refractive rays must be calculated twice, but again the ray direction can be easily calculated since normals and intersections are available. Of course, most visualizations do not consider reflection and refraction or even shadowing, so these phenomena are not generally a concern.
Two problems that occur when reprojecting are the overlapped pixeiproblem and the bad pixeiproblem. In the overlapped pixel problem, more than one value reprojects into the same location in the second view. It can be shown, however, that processing the pixels in a left to right order across the scan-line guarantees that the last reprojection is the correct one.
The bad pixel problem can appear when the second of two consecutive pixels (when processd left to right) has a greater depth that the first. Reprojection will shift the second pixel farther then the first, creating a gap lx 'ieen them. This gap corresponds to an area of the image which can be seen by the right eye but not by the left. It is possible i at pixels processed previously had reprojected to a point in the middle of the gap, and may remain in the final image, even thoi they possibly should be hidden. There is no way to know if such pixels are correct, so we err on the side of caution and ci arthe values of intervening pixels when a gap appears.
All empty pixels remaining after reprojection are filled using more point samples. The total number of empty pixels, including bad pixels forced to emptiness, generally comprises 7 -9% of the image. 9Ø+% of the samples in the second half of the pair are reused directly from the first half (minus any eye-point dependent phenomena).
Experiments have shown that the second half of the stereo pair can be generated for less than 10% of the effort of the first halfin images without reflection or refraction, and that those images including this phenomena generally have at least a 50% increase in rendering speed. An analysis shows that when speed is measured by the number of rays cast, reprojection will always be faster than two passes of a standard algorithm, regardless of the complexity of the image.
Stereoscopic volume rendering
Volume rendering in stereo poses special problems when a translucent medium is involved. When ray casting is used, rays accumulate opacity until they exit the volume or accrue opacity of 1.0. However, each of the samples in the original ray has a different depth and, hence, reprojects to a different point in the other view.
Fortunately, there is no bad or overlapped pixel problem in a translucent medium. If the ys from the left-eye view are cast right to left across scan-lines, samples will accumulate in the right-eye view positions in a f nt to back order. Some problems may arise when objects are small in relation to the ray separation; samples in the right view e not accumulated because the left view ray hit a small object and stops. An article is currently in preparation which deals with his and similar problems.
Other volume rendering techniques can use reprojection less directly. As mentioned above, point sample methods can be treated like rays. For example, splatting involves taking a voxel and projecting it to an area of the reen like a snowball.59 Samples accrue to the pixels which are "hit" by the voxel snowball. The pixels affected in the second view can be found by reprojection, which will be a constant shift for any given snowball. Other voxel projecting methods can u similar strategies.
Experiments are currently underway to quantify the error of these methods, but it appears to be on the same order as the polygonal and point.sample methods.
Quick and dirty stereoscopic images
There are times when exact stereoscopic images are not required; only a general sense of the structure is needed. Also, when the second half of a stereo pair will take a significant quantity of time to completely render yet the first half is complete, a rough stereoscopic view could be desired as an approximation of the fully rendered image. Under such conditions, Quick and Dirty (QnD) stereoscopic images are desirable. QnD stereo relies on the fact that in most images 9Ø+% of the pixels are visible in both halves of the stereoscopic pair. Using reprojection, accounting for the overlapped and bad pixel problems, and filling the gaps using heuristics, an approximate stereoscopic pair can be generated at least 50% faster than even an efficient stereoscopic algorithm. Since the second half of the pair can be generated in constant time, the savings approaches 100% as the rendering time of the true image increases.
A similar technique was suggested by Harrison.50 However, his method did not address the bad and overlapped pixel problems, nor did it attempt to fill the resulting gaps in the image. These empty gaps can cause a condition known as binocular rivalry, which occurs when one eye sees a different image from the other, as opposed a differ at view of the same image.óOt Binocular rivalry results in the visual channels vying for dominance, intermittent switching f the primary image, and possible loss of the stereo effect.
QnD stereo works best with images which have no reflection or refraction, since two dif.rent reflections or refractions are required; these cannot be generated without more calculations, significantly reducing the 'ed of QnD. The one exception is volume rendering with a translucent medium. In such a case, there is no refraction as through ordinary transparent medium. For QnD volume rendering, we recognize that most translucent medium renderings usually have a single solid surface which is large in relation to ray separation. Therefore, all possible samples are accumulated to the right-eye view without regard to any small blocking objects. The effectiveness of this technique is currently under study.
CONCLUSIONS
With the growing availability of low-cost stereoscopic imaging technology, it has become feasible for nearly all researchers to use stereo pairs in scientific visualization. Other depth cues used in computer graphics, interposition of data, perspective, shading, and motion cues, cannot always be effectively used in visualizations. Even when they are available, difficulties exist which can make analysis difficult. Stereoscopy, in contrast, provides unambiguous depth cueing both with and without other confirming cues.
Quite often, a stereo pair can be rendered in much less than twice the rendering time of a si i'le image, in some cases for only 5% additional effort. If an approximate stereoscopic pair are acceptable, the second half of II pair can be generated for a small, constant cost. Stereoscopic imaging can be a great boon to scientific visualization. It sic ificantly adds to the analysis of a given image, providing a sense of structure to still images as well as enhanced depth to movi images. 
